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Figure 1: ISSv2 with signal processing demonstration at ChineseCHI 2018 (Credits: Dancer Deschanel Li)

ABSTRACT
Illimitable Space System (ISS) is a real-time interactive configurable
toolbox for use by artists to create interactive visual effects in theatre
performances and in documentaries through user inputs such as
gestures and voice. Kinect has been the primary input device for mo-
tion and video data capture. In this work in addition to the existing
motion based visual and geometric data processing facilities present
in ISSv2, we describe our efforts to incorporate audio processing
with the help of Modular Audio Recognition Framework (MARF).
The combination of computer vision and audio processing to inter-
pret both music and human motion to create imagery in real time is
both artistically interesting and technically challenging. With these
additional modules, ISSv2 can help interactive performance author-
ing that employs visual tracking and signal processing in order to
create trackable human-shaped animations in real time. These new
modules are incorporated into the Processing software sketchbook
and language framework used by ISSv2.Weverify the effects of these
modules, through live demonstrations which are briefly described.
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POSTEROVERVIEW
Motivation. The goal of the work reported here is to add func-

tionality into the Illimitable Space System (ISSv2) [Song et al. 2015]
to enable artists to use both computer graphics/vision and audio
processing tools for interpreting music and human motion to create
interactive imagery in real time for stage performances or docu-
mentaries. The ISSv2 API already includes a comprehensive set of
functions for handling computer graphics/vision data in the form
of motion and video image inputs using Microsoft’s Kinect device.
The additional functionality of processing music data is provided by
incorporating library functions fromModular Audio Recognition
Framework (MARF) into the system, so that the artist can apply
visual/geometric data processing andMARF functions in a flexible
fashion. This does not merely provide audio signal processing func-
tionality, but clearly enablesmore diverse visual effects in the artist’s
performance. We have observed that in the process of compiling
these functions into ISSv2, it is not only that image processing and
MARF can be applied and actually used simultaneously, but that
their complementary effect on interactive performances can be bet-
ter understood. Further, since Processing [Fry and Reas 2018] is the
ISSv2 programming environment into which these functions have
been added, this process also helps us in having a newunderstanding
of the Processing integrated development environment (IDE).
In the rest of this article we first briefly introduce the necessary

background–Illimitable Space System (ISS), ISSv2, MARF and the
Processing IDE. This is followed by a brief description of the way
new modules are introduced in ISSv2, along with small example
descriptions of some of the library modules used. Lastly, we have a
brief conclusion and some experimental results.

Background. ISS [Song et al. 2015] is a real time interactive config-
urable toolbox for use by artists to enhance their stage performances
through interaction and musical visualizations, or by a filmmaker
to create an interactive visually driven documentary. Interactivity
is through gestures and voice from the users/performers. ISSv2 in-
cludesdifferentAPIs to implementvarious computer graphics, image
processing, compter vision and motion tracking (typically using a
Kinect) tasks. From a software engineering perspective, ISSv2 has
been designed to be extendable supporting continuous refactoring of
the system [Mokhovet al. 2016]. It came into beingunder thedemand
ofmovement tracking, and better stage andmusic effects that people
need. One of the early pre-Kinect works that uses motion capture
in live performance is [Meador et al. 2004]. Since its introduction in
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2010, artists and people started to make film and art work using the
Xbox Kinect.An Exist Elsewhere Behind the Scenes Featurette [Private
School Entertainment 2013] is a video show,which clearly illustrates
the effective use of Xbox Kinect, projectors, and other technology to
make the music video for Exist Elsewhere’s song. Examples of other
Xbox Kinect applications include a technological dance backstage
[Tayoubi 2013], capture silhouette dance [Tung 2013] and a dance
show controlled byKinectmusic [Vik 2012]. Kinect is also integral to
ISS technology and the API has extensive features to support Kinect
data processing in real-time. A number of people who do artistic and
performance work have already benefited from ISS.

MARF is an open-source collection written in JAVA that captures
voice, speech, language, text and NLP algorithms. One of its design
purposes is to act as a test bed to try out common as well as novel
algorithms found in literature and industry for sample loading, pre-
processing, feature extraction, and training and classification tasks
[Mokhov 2015]. One ofMARF’smain goals and design approaches is
to provide peoplewith a tool to compare the performance of different
algorithms in a homogeneous environment and to allow dynamic
selection of modules (from implemented modules) based on the con-
struction options provided by the applications. In the past few years,
MARF has accumulated a substantial amount of implementation
for each pipeline stage, allowing for a comprehensive comparative
study of algorithmic combinations, and the study of combinatorial
behavior and other attributes for various pattern recognition tasks.
Over a decade of experience in using MARF, helped us in easily
incorporating MARFmodules in ISSv2.
Processing [Fry and Reas 2018] is a flexible software sketchbook

and a language for learning how to code within the context of the
visual arts. Since 2001, Processing has promoted software literacy
within the visual arts and visual literacy within technology. There
are tens of thousands of students, artists, designers, researchers, and
hobbyists who use Processing for learning and prototyping. Its mis-
sion is to promote software literacy in visual arts and visual literacy
in technology-related fields - and make them available to different
communities. Its goal is to enable people of all interests and back-
grounds to learn how to easily program for creative work, especially
for those who may not have access to commercially available tools
and resources.

Methodology and Implementation. The following diagram shows
the relationship for invoking different modules in Processing IDE.
Bodyshape is the main programwhich generates a reference to an
external class object. It does the setup and draw Animation, at the
same time, it also setsupothermodules likeZoom,Histogramandetc.

Figure 2: Module Structure of ISSv2 within Processing IDE

Beads Library is used to include audio and signal processing func-
tions. For example the API function Lesson03_FMSynthesis, uses a
WavePlayer. It is used for modulating waves and can handle low fre-
quency. In ISSv2 this is called FM synthesis. The output is a sinewave
that goes from 500 to 700, 50 times a second. Lesson09_Analysis
is another example of an API function, which does Fast Fourier
Transformations. The Image Processing Library and Image Processing
Analysis Library’s “Halftone Module” is an example of a function
used for halftoning an image to get a old school print look. Another
examplemodule is “Zoom”, inwhichwe canmove the cursor over the
image to alter its position, then click and press the mouse to zoom.

Conclusion. With the addition of audio processing to the exist-
ing vision/geometry processing functions, the effects we can obtain
help make the artist’s performance better. We expect that the abil-
ity to create this combined interactive audio visual experience will
gain further popularity in future technology research and markets.
The images below show some demo results displayed, including the
effects from using Histogram, Zoom and other modules.

Figure 3: Results
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